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Topic 4 practice quiz ANSWER KEY
1.	(a)	(i)	amphibians 16.7 %; (accept 16 to 17 %)	1
Both required for the mark.
 (ii)	freshwater fish 4.9 %; (accept 4 to 5 %)	1
Both required for the mark.
 (b)	(i)	facing a very high risk of extinction in the wild in the near future;	1
(ii)	example of currently endangered species e.g. giant panda/blue whale;	1
 (iii)	Reasons: [3 max]
small population;
extremely specialized/specialized habitat;
restricted food source;
low reproductive potential;
accumulation of toxins;
a prominent predator, so killed by farmers protecting their stock;
migrates long distances;
	Consequences: [2 max]
loss of species diversity;
loss of aesthetic value;
loss of habitat;
may be crucial to its food web/keystone species;
may have contributed to mankind as a medical, or other,
resource in the future;	5 max
Reasons must be appropriate for the species selected in (b)(ii).
[9]
2.	(a)	(i)	species diversity =	number of species of organisms per unit;
habitat diversity =	number of habitats/ecological niches per
	unit area/within an ecosystem;	2
 (ii)	generally the higher the habitat diversity, the higher the
species diversity;
generally in a high mountain range the complexity of
vegetation decreases with altitude;
complex tropical forest communities at base provides
variety of ecological niches for many species;
or
less complex vegetation at higher altitudes provides fewer
ecological niches;
and thus can support fewer bird species;	2 max
Any other appropriate points
(b)	(i)	animals with tusks/large tusks are more likely to be killed for
their ivory;
natural selection results in the removal of “unfavourable”
genes from the population;
organisms carrying these genes tend to die before reaching
adulthood;
in modern Africa, genes for tusks/large tusks can be considered
unfavourable;
and thus animals with tusks/large tusks will be removed from
population/not pass their genes on to the next generation;
over time, therefore, fewer and fewer elephants will have
tusks;	2 max
Any other reasonable points
 
(ii)	small populations become vulnerable because of poor social
structure (non-viable sex ratio, etc.);
low genetic diversity;
easily wiped out by disease/natural hazards/poaching;
however, an isolated population may become distinctively
different;
as it may carry a set of genes not typical of the parent
population;	3 max
Any other reasonable suggestion
 (iii)	Must name one purpose and one weakness:
Purpose [1 max]
reduction of international trade, so that demand will be reduced,
and the killing of rare and endangered species discouraged;
	Weakness [1 max]
some countries are still outside the Convention;
provisions difficult to implement/enforce, particularly in
less economically developed countries;
cumbersome/lengthy procedures for modifying the Convention;
a number of “exceptions” exist e.g. import/export of
organisms for scientific purposes (Article III part 3 of the
Convention);	2 max
Any other reasonable suggestion
(iv)	name of organism/conservation scheme [1 max];
	details of management programme;
response will depend on organisms or scheme selected [3 max]
	For example
Chuditch/Western Quoll;
	the largest marsupial predator in Western Australia;
at the time of European settlement, Chuditch occurred in
approximately 70% of the continent;
by the late 1980s they had become endangered (population
less than 6000);
Perth Zoo has bred more than 300 Chuditch for release in
the last decade;
since the breeding programme began, Chuditch have been
downlisted from endangered to vulnerable (E);	4 max
Must have one evaluation point for full marks.
 (c)	Humans interfere with ecosystems in the following ways:
removing some organisms for food or other uses (hunting,
timber-cutting);
habitat destruction e.g. forest clearance/wetland drainage;
and resultant substitution of artificial ecosystems for natural
systems;
artificial systems often have a single dominant food-chain;
e.g. grass → cow → human;
this contrasts with complex food-webs of forest ecosystems;
pesticides remove both target species and others;
artificial ecosystems have lower habitat diversity (farmland,
plantations);
and therefore lower species diversity;
crops/livestock have very low genetic diversity;
simplified systems have fewer energy/matter pathways/
feedback loops;
and may thus suffer changes from which recovery is impossible;	5 max
Any other reasonable suggestion
[2 max] for simple statement of activities
[20]
3.	(a)	a general term for diversity;
which includes species, habitat and genetic diversity;
per unit area;	2 max
 (b)	Allow [1] for each two arguments e.g.
ethical/aesthetic/genetic resource for humans/commercial
resources/life-support functions/maintain ecosystem stability/
conserve rare habitats;	2 max
(c)	Allow any three of the following.
isolation – geographic or reproductive;
changing environments;
variation in populations;
mutation in populations;
natural selection;
survival of the fittest;
competition;	3 max
 (d)	Allow [1] for each pair considered. Allow for any reasoned argument.
	might support greater species diversity/higher population numbers
of each species/greater productivity at each trophic level → longer
food chains;
	edge effect increased in B → risk of disturbance/drift of pollutants/
greater productivity → more top carnivores in A/territory greater for
top carnivores in A/smaller units in B cannot support as high
biodiversity as A;
	gene flow between reserves easier in A/movement of species
easier – top carnivores/can move between reserves in A;
	edge effect lower in A/perimeter : area ratio lower in A (see also (2)
above)/smaller units in B cannot support as high diversity as A;	4
[15]
4.	D
[1]
 5.	(a)	global volcanic eruption leading to rapid climate change/hostile
environment;
catastrophic events such as meteorite impact leading to rapid
climate change/hostile environment;
over hunting of large mammals by man (in the Holocene) to the
extent that populations became reproductively unviable/wiped out;	2 max
Do not accept Ice Age.
b)	collecting: [2 max]
using legislation to prevent moving/import of endangered species;
education about impact of collecting to change behaviour;
encouraging non-destructive “collection” e.g. photography rather
than digging up;
	overgrazing: [2 max]
fencing/cordoning off sensitive habitats/ biological hotspots;
reducing herd sizes;
providing alternative grazing;
supplementing income through nature tourism;	4 max
Accept other choices of threat and reasonable strategies.
[11]
6.	(a)	(i)	right whale;	1
(ii)	pollution of seas/overfishing/overexploitation of food species/
e.g. harvesting of krill in Antarctic/climate change – degradation
of habitats/distortion of food chains;	1 max
 (iii)	Any three of:
degree of specialisation/e.g. dietary needs too specialised;
distribution limited to some oceans;
slow reproductive rate/K-selected species/small number of young;
higher trophic levels – may accumulate toxins;
long migration routes;	3 max
 (iv)	difficult to monitor and estimate numbers;
easy for hunters to avoid detection;
no one’s property/“tragedy of the commons”;
difficult to keep open ocean species in captivity/OWTTE;	2 max
 (b)	Allow for any reasonable comparisons e.g.
Greenpeace – fast response to issues;
actively uses media/“stunts”/may break national laws;
UNEP – works more slowly;
has to get agreement of nations/national bodies may be in conflict;
capable of initiating international laws;	3 max
(c)	named habitat;
importance of species/communities/habitat;
other arguments for preservation relevant to local example;
Allow an actual name or a habitat type e.g. name: Walberswick
National Nature Reserve, Suffolk/John Forrest National Park,
Western Australia or habitat type: (English lowland heathland/
Jarrah forest).	3 max
[13]
7.	(a)	Answers only need to show one advantage and one disadvantage
for each of the listed approaches to conservation.	6 max

Advantage
Disadvantage
Zoos
controlled breeding;
allow for research;
allow for education;
extreme protection for individuals;
problems reintroducing animals to wild;
prisons for animals;
sends wrong message –
“we don’t need to worry”; tend to favour “popular” animals;
small genetic pool;
Creation of reserves or protected areas
conserves whole ecosystem;
prevents hunting;
protects from humans;
difficult to manage;
very expensive;
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES)
signed by many countries;
protects many species;
difficulty enforcing treaty;
many countries have not signed it;
implementation varies from country to country;
	Allow any other reasonable points.
 
(b)	Award [1] for name and brief description e.g.
Coto Doñana – wetlands and coastal habitats in southern Spain;
	Evaluation:
provides vital habitat and food for birds migrating between Europe
and Africa;
also plays an important role in education;
provides opportunity for ecological research;	3
[12]
8.	(a)	loss of habitat;
logging of forests;
fragmentation of habitats;
pollution;
hunting;
natural hazards;	1 max
Two correct points required for [1].
 (b)	lack of data from many areas;
data predicted by models;
need for long time to observe changes/need to observe changes over
prolonged period;
birds are difficult to monitor because they are very mobile;
difficulties in taxonomy/identification;	2 max
 (c)	lack of international agreements;
regular hunting at any point in life cycle;
need for conservation in breeding and wintering areas
(and between them);
unpredictable losses due to hazards on long migration routes;	2 max
Credit any reasonable answer.
[5]



